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appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Hondas, the highbeam is the
same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be
burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Hondas have high intensity
discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high
voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your Civic has this type of
bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the
headlight on your Civic, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers
because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which
significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
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they are the biggest, there are other options available, especially if you are looking for rare and
unique styles to replace your stock Civic Head Lights. They often have more focused product
lines, with specializations in certain rare applications as well as offering unique features. The
Euro Crystal Head Lamps from these companies are great for keeping your Honda Civic
differentiated from the pack, since unlike the bigger brands, they have much smaller production
runs and can be very hard to find. Though these TD JDM Black Honda Civic Crystal Headlights

do not carry the long warranties of bigger brands, their cost effectiveness can be made up in
their often significantly lower prices, especially with a little elbow grease. As with all tail lens
and head lamps even your OEM ones , putting a extra seal of silicone sealant available at any
hardware or automotive part store along the seam of your Honda Civic Crystal Head Lights
virtually guarantees they will stay clean and new looking for the life of your Civic. Projector
Lights provide even more light that can be used in conjunction with your Civic's headlights or
parking lights. Also, the DRL R8 LEDs are left unwired, leaving you to choose whether to wire
them up to your parking lights which most people do or to your blinkers so that whenever your
Honda Civic blinkers are on they will blink too. Both sides included and light electrical work
splicing required. Also, the LEDs are left unwired, leaving you to choose whether to wire them
up to your parking lights which most people do or to your blinkers so that whenever your
Honda Civic blinkers are on they will blink too. Sonar Halo Projector head lights use a convex
lens to project the light of your low beams over a wider area, increasing the overall viewing area
of your Civic's headlamps. These Civic Chrome Projector Halo Lights can be a great for
improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you. Sonar
aka Spyder has long been the most popular brand of aftermarket custom lighting, and for good
reason due to their large selection, striking designs, and affordability. These Honda Civic Sonar
Halo Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by taking the existing light
put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting in increased field of
vision. Projector Lights provide even more light that can be used in conjunction with your Civic
headlights or parking lights. Historically though, the problem with Halos was that if they ever
went bad, you were stuck with an irreparable and irreplaceable halo ring. That means you will
never get stuck with bad halos in your Civic otherwise good headlights again. Halo Projector
Headlamps for the Honda Civic. They are made to snugly fit your Civic, and replace both of your
stock Civic head lights. The Halos and LED's are left unwired, giving you the choice of deciding
which function to splice them to most people choose to splice them so they work in conjunction
with the low beams or parking lights. These Civic Smoke Projector Halo Lights can be a great
for improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around you. These
Honda Civic Sonar Halo Projector Smoke Head Lamps enhance your night time driving by
taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider area, resulting
in increased field of vision. Halo LED Projector head lights use a convex lens to project the light
of your low beams over a wider area, increasing the overall viewing area of your Civic's
headlamps. These Honda Civic Sonar L. Halo Projector Chrome Head Lamps enhance your
night time driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a
wider area, resulting in increased field of vision. These Civic Black Projector Halo Lights can be
a great for improving nighttime driving by allowing to see more of what is ahead and around
you. These Honda Civic Sonar Halo Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night time
driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider
area, resulting in increased field of vision. Halo Projector Black Head Lamps enhance your night
time driving by taking the existing light put out by your light bulbs and projecting it over a wider
area, resulting in increased field of vision. KS Honda Civic Crystal Headlights are custom head
lights that offer a subtly different design over the stock application. These KS Honda Civic Head
Lights are designed to be complete stock housing replacements and come with housings in
popular colors such as Black or Chrome, coupled with stylistic design changes. They are
designed to re-use your stock bulbs and are typically a simple and "clean" styling upgrade, as
opposed to the more aggressive projector and halo projector head lamps. Honda Civic KS Halo
Projector headlights are popular upgrades for customers looking for an aggressive and
dramatic upgrade from their stock head lights. In addition to their unique styling, they convert
the headlamp beam
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into a projector beam by the use of a carefully engineered convex lens. In addition, these
Honda Civic KS Black halo projectors lamps utilize halo technology which increases the overall
illumination. The halos act as rings of light surrounding the headlight bulb areas accentuating
and increasing the amount of light output. The halo wires are left unwired, allowing the user to
decide if they want the halo to function as signal lights, parking lights, or to be operated
independently of other light functions accomplished by splicing the wires into the appropriate
locations. These KS Honda Civic Head Lights are designed to be complete stock housing
replacements and come with housings in popular colors such as Black or Black, coupled with
stylistic design changes. In addition, these Honda Civic KS Chrome halo projectors lamps

utilize halo technology which increases the overall illumination. QTY: 0. All rights reserved.
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